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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Dinero. has contributed to the dictionary with 1115 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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terrao
Last floor of the old houses of Andalusia. 

terrón de azúcar
Serving of sugar in a case to sweeten coffee, drinks. 

tiendear
Shopping in stores

tiene ardiles
Astute

tiene los ojos contra el gobierno
Cross-eyed

tieso
Impecunious

tinto de verano
Refreshing drink based on red wine and soda

tira levitas
Person who tries to please another with kind words, putting on a good face, praising what he does

tiranta
Piece of rope that sews the capacho

tirar al pájaro
Hunting the partridge

tirar con pólvora del rey
That it costs nothing what we do

tirarse a la bartola
Do not do any work and always on the sofa

tirilla
Piece of round white plastic that the priests put on the cuelo

tío del saco



Character with whom the children were frightened who were told: if you do not behave well, the uncle of the sack will
come

to pa mí
Who wants it all for himself

to petao
Broken

tocar a muerto
Pain , grief , pain

tocar a rajao
Farting Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be peer

tokenización
Split text into tabs

tomarse un cacharro
Drinking a beer in a bar

tomarse una birra
Have a beer

tomarse una litrona
Drink a liter beer

tomate
Importance

tomatina
This is the name given to a party in Navarre that consists of throwing tomatoes

tomiza
Rope made with esparto grass

tontarrera
Fool with desire

tontilindangón
Lelo



tontos
ALbaricoques because when they are ripe they fall

toquilla
Clothes that women wear over shoulders and chest

torcía
Wick of the lamps, also cloth soaked in old oil to light the anafre, typical of Priego de Córdoba. 

toreos
Child's play with matchbox badges

torrao
Toasted chickpea

torta
Glove, slap . 

tostanera
Very hot

tostón
Fried bread

traba
Rope that is put on the legs of the mules so that they do not go too far in the field

traje de madera
Coffin

trampantojo en el lenguaje
Linguistic lying

tranquillo
In Andalusia, piece of stone or other material is placed on the street door. 

trasquilón
Make a very bad haircut, so that it does not look even

tres por ocho veinticuatro
The discussion is over; I'm right



troje
Place in the oil mill where the olives were poured before grinding them

trompincón
Tripping over something

trompitos
Chickpeas

trompo
Chickpea

tron
Friend, partner Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be co-worker

trono
Construction in artistic wood on which rest images of Jesus, the Apostles, the Virgin. 

tropelías
Causing harm

tropezón
Pieces of meat in the soup, usually ham, chicken. 

trósquile
Porrazo , strong blow

truenos
Sound produced in a storm

trujal
Deposit made in the soil of large dimensions that serves to store the olive oil. Priego de Córdoba . 

trujar
Deposit of work made on the ground to pour oil. 

tubular
Women's tube girdle

tufará
Plague, bad smell



tumbas de filisteo
Very large shoes of some people , size , 49

tumpista
Follower of President Trumps

tunturuntú
Crazy

turbios
Liquid of the olive when grinding it in the mill and from which oil can still be obtained. 

túrdiga
Speaking ill of people

un chato
At the bar, a glass of wine of a certain size

un ligaíllo
Glass of anise, dried with some sweetness

un medio
Glass of wine in Cordoba of a certain size

un pastón
A lot of one thing

un preso que pide libertad
Farting

una pechá
A lot of one thing: a pecha of work

una pija
Abundant quantity

va doblao vivo
Person who is drunk

vaciahizo
Terrible and irrepressible urge to evacuate the contents of the guts



vagoneta
In the mills, apparatus with a central axis and that walked with wheels on rails where the layers were placed with the
mass of the olive for pressing and extracting the juice of the olive

vainas
Foolish

vareta
Stems from the base of the olive tree

vas a pasar más hambre que los pavos de la señora emilia
Being very hungry

vas hecho un gitano
Badly dressed

vaya usted con dios
See you later

vegetillo
Grandson

vejeta
Hoopoe

venao
Animal , sullen , coarse

vende patrias
Traitor to his country

vendepatrias
A person who throws his country to the ground

ventorrillo
Small country house in Andalusia

ventosidad
fart , cuezco , follón , 

ver estrellas
Falling to the ground and hitting the head



verdal
Green figs

vereón
Large sidewalk, road

vete a hacer pascuas
Telling a person to go far away

vete a hacer puñetas
Asking someone to leave, to leave

vino de la risa
Wine from the Alpujarras that gets quite dizzy and laughs

violín
Thin bakery piece

virgen
Pure

visillo
Kind of transparent curtain that was placed on the shutters of the doors of the windows of the houses so that the curious
could not see you from the street. 

viva la virgen
Person who makes little effort and wants everything done

vive como un marqués
Live well without deficiencies of any kind Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be left over from money
and things

vizcotour
Look with a watchful eye

volantín
Rope that was entangled to the top to make it rotate

volarse la tapa de los sesos
Shooting yourself in the forehead

ya está el gato en la talega



Securing a deal or getting an achievement or claim

yescal
Something excessively valuable or expensive.  This is worth a "yescal". 

yeyé
Young boy who is influenced by the music of the 60s, with long hair, bulging pants. 

zancajás
Taking Big Steps in Walking

zancajoso
Who travels or departs very frequently

zancochar
Clean

zapatero remendón
Shoemaker who fixes very deteriorated shoes

zapatilla
Rubber part on the brake used to brake on the bicycle

zapatones
Of big shoes

zapatos de gorila
Very strong shoe in Spain for children

zaragüelles
Ankle-length underpants

ziquitraque
Cardboard strips with gunpowder that explode when they fall to the ground

zisco
Charcoal often

zumbao
Crazy



zumbío
A lot of people or things

zurrapias
Leftover food eaten the next day

¡ no vea, vieo !
Calling someone's attention to something that has happened

¡cah!
Negation

¿e, o, no e?
E, or , no e, what do I tell you?


